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		Over the last few years the new generation of smart phones, such as Apple’s iPhone,
		has finally started to live up to their name and have become the primary interface device
		for geographically tagged data. However not only do these devices know where they
		are, they can tell you how they’re being held, they are sufficiently powerful to overlay
		data layers on the camera view, and record and interpret audio data, and they can do
		all this in real time. These are not just smart phones, these are computers that just
		happen to be able to make phone calls.

	
		This book should provide a solid introduction to using the hardware features in the
		iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad.

	
		What really sets the iPhone apart from laptops and PCs is its use of onboard sensors, including those that are location-enabled. This concise book takes experienced iPhone and Mac developers on a detailed tour of iPhone and iPad hardware by explaining how these sensors work, and what they're capable of doing.

	
		With this book, you'll build sample applications for each sensor, and learn hands-on how to take advantage of the data each sensor produces. You'll gain valuable experience that you can immediately put to work inside your own iOS applications for the iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. This book helps you focus on:

	Camera: learn how to take pictures and video, create video thumbnails, customize video, and save media to the photo album Audio: use the media picker controller and access the iPod music library in your own application, and enable your app to record and play sampled audio Accelerometer: write an application that uses this sensor to determine device orientation Magnetometer: learn how this sensor verifies compass headings Core Motion: use this framework to receive motion data from both the accelerometer and the vibrational gyroscope
	
	
		This short book is part of a collection that will, along with new material, be compiled into a larger book, iOS Sensor Programming. The other books in this collection are Augmented Reality in iOS, Geolocation in iOS, and iOS Sensor Apps with Arduino.
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CompTIA Security+ 2008 In DepthCourse Technology PTR, 2008
Security continues to be the number-one concern of computer professionals today, and with good reason. Consider the evidence: as many as 150 million computers worldwide may be remotely controlled by attackers. Over 94 million credit and debit cards were compromised in one data security breach, with losses totaling over $140 million. On average,...
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Jump Start FoundationSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2015

	
		Get a Jump Start on building applications with Foundation today!

	
		Developed by Zurb, Foundation is a hugely popular CSS framework that's making the once-arduous process of crafting responsive web designs a breeze! Foundation was the first open-source front-end framework to be responsive, the first to be semantic, as...
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Quantum Computing: A Gentle Introduction (Scientific and Engineering Computation)MIT Press, 2011

	The combination of two of the twentieth century's most influential and revolutionary scientific theories, information theory and quantum mechanics, gave rise to a radically new view of computing and information. Quantum information processing explores the implications of using quantum mechanics instead of classical mechanics to model...
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Fundamentals of Wireless Communication Engineering TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A broad introduction to the fundamentals of wireless communication engineering technologies


	Covering both theory and practical topics, Fundamentals of Wireless Communication Engineering Technologies offers a sound survey of the major industry-relevant aspects of wireless communication engineering technologies. Divided...
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Advanced Crime Scene PhotographyCRC Press, 2010

	Advanced Crime Scene Photography developed over time and out of my
	experiences as a crime scene investigator with a large metropolitan police
	department. Like any major city, violent crime is prevalent, offering numerous
	opportunities to utilize the different skills and techniques learned and
	evolved through numerous schools, scene...
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Java Data Science CookbookPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Key Features

		
			This book provides modern recipes in small steps to help an apprentice cook become a master chef in data science
	
			Use these recipes to obtain, clean, analyze, and learn from your data
	
			Learn how to get your data science applications to production and enterprise...
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